
Table 2. EFA with oblique goemin pattern matrix solution.
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RATIONALE AND AIMS

• The context of language use is a primary contributor to linguistic diversity, yet it     
  has not been fully conceptualised or quantitatively investigated within the              
  language sciences (Bak, 2016).
• We propose that one’s linguistic repertoire is not limited to individual diversity        
  but is also determined by their sociolinguistic context. That is, the society or culture 
    to which the individual is exposed over a substantive period.
• We aimed to develop a valid and reliable measure of Contextual and Individual      
  Linguistic Diversity, the CILD-Q, and psychometrically assess it using Classical Test      
  Theory.
• • Using the CILD-Q we further aimed to investigate differences in contextual   
  linguistic diversity between individuals with multi-linguistic experience (South    
  Africa) in comparison to (predominantly) mono-linguistic experience (United    
  Kingdom).
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METHOD

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of South African and United Kindgom participants

RESULTS

• An exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was run in R using the ‘EFAutilities’ and   
  ‘psych’ packages with maximum likelihood estimation and goemin rotation              
  (Zhang, Jiang, Hattori, & Trichtinger, 2019; Revelle, 2019).
     • EFA is concerned with the number of factors necessary to explain the
    relationship among a set of indicators with an estimation of factor           
       loadings (Sass & Schmitt, 2010).
• Taking the EFA and theoretical conceptualisation into consideration, a     
  three-factor solution was found to best describes the structure of the CILD-Q. 
  The three factors include Multilingualism in Context, Multilingualism in 
  Practice, and Linguistic Diversity Promotion (see Table 2).
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

• The CILD-Q has been found to be a valid and reliable measure of contextual and     
   individual linguistic diversity.
• • South African participants reported greater exposure to contextual and    
  individual linguistic diversity than participants from the UK as a result of the   
  language practices, communicative engagement, and encouragement from their     
  society.
• We propose that the CILD-Q can be used (and adapted accordingly)    
  whenever there is a comparison of linguistically diverse groups from different        
  contexts.
• • Further research using the CILD-Q could potentially account for conicting   
  results that have emerged within bilingualism research.


